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Bilayers are constructed from two materials with distinct properties and one physical 
dimension one order of magnitude smaller than others. Due to the property mismatch, 
dimensional changes in each material will be different when the bilayer is exposed to 
different environments. This can result in out-of-plane deformation in the bilayer as a way 
to minimize its potential energy. The resulting curvature change is dependent on the 
environment and can be tuned by altering the material elastic properties and relative 
thicknesses.  At the same time, it is possible to initiate other instabilities or defects during 
the fabrication process when mismatch strains develop that can influence the eventual 
curvature of the bilayer. Existing analyses predict that surface instabilities, such as 
wrinkles, folds, and creases, form in large property mismatched bilayers and become more 
prominent with increased compressive mismatch strains locked at the interface. Under 
compressive stress, cracks have been assumed to form only when the interfacial strength is 
weak, allowing the film to detach from the substrate. 
The aim of this work is to describe the synthesis parameters for bilayers formed when thin 
metal alloy films sputter deposited on compliant substrates. Specifically, we consider metal 
alloy films sputter deposited under bias on elastomers of different thickness, curing 
temperature or surface treatment. The deposition parameters created residual compressive 
strains and strong adhesion in the bilayers. After deposition, nested wrinkles formed at the 
surface of some of the samples with smaller wavelengths than theoretical predictions. 
Contrary to conventional expectations, the experiments revealed that cracks could form on 
surfaces under compressive mismatch strain when the interface is strong. The crack spacing 
was found to decrease by a factor of four when the surface was UV treated and a factor of 
three as elastomer thickness decreased from 30 to 6𝜇𝑚. Cracks penetrated through the 
elastomer and formed in all samples with brittle coating. Crack depth was two orders of 
magnitude greater than the film thickness. A numerical model was developed to explain 
x 
 
the formation of cracks in the presence of compressive mismatch strains. The model 
showed nested wrinkles formed when the mismatch strain profile penetrated 100 nm into 
the elastomer and had comparable wavelength as observed in the experiments. The model 
suggests that cracks can initiate from the peak of wrinkles when the critical fracture 
strength of the coating is exceeded. 
The work impacts design of bilayers with extreme property mismatches since the fracture 
toughness of the film may be low enough to initiate cracks and possibly compromise 
formation of any desired instabilities e.g. wrinkles or folds. Therefore, phase diagrams 
predicting complex surface instabilities, e.g. folds, may not be feasible for all material 
systems. Furthermore, the particular metal alloys used in this work can be further etched 
to form nanoporous metal on the elastomer surface. Nanoporous metals have high surface 
to volume ratios, high strength and moderate stiffness when compared to their fully dense 
counterparts. Formation of wrinkles or cracks in the precursor thin metal alloy may affect 





1.1 Strain Engineered Multi- and Bilayers 
 Strain engineering uses mismatch strains developed at the interface of planar 
hetero-structures consisting of two or more dissimilar materials e.g. bi or multilayers to 
elicit a desired response, or fabricate complex shapes. The overall layer physical 
dimensions range from the nanoscale to the macroscale with one of the physical dimensions 
being at least an order of magnitude smaller than other dimensions. The release of the 
residual stresses causes bending/folding of the planar heterostructure leading to 3D 
structures. The process, driven by self-assembly is simple, robust, scalable and versatile 
because it is applicable to a wide range of material combinations, as long as the materials 
used to form the planar heterostructure have a significant difference in a given property 
and strong adhesion at their interface. Oftentimes, the excess potential energy of the system 
may be alleviated by formation of defects e.g. cracks or instabilities that may limit the 
functionality or eventual out of plane deformation of the structure. Depending on the 
application, such defects or instabilities may be desired or unavoidable. 
 In the microelectronics field, for instance, bi or multilayers of conducting and 
insulating materials in the micron and nano- scale are commonly used in the assembly of 
integrated circuits.  In particular, the design of flexible electronics poses additional 
challenges since there can be vast property mismatches between the compliant and 
bendable substrate and the conductive components. Mismatch strains during fabrication 
are locked at the interface and residual stress build up can be relieved by various 
mechanisms including wrinkle[1-5] or crack formation[6]. Excessive buildup of mismatch 
strains due to large property mismatches of the layers may lead to circuit failures [7-10]. 
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Mismatch strains can also develop in freestanding layers of dissimilar materials when there 
is a change in the environment e.g. due to chemical, electrical, thermal fields that elicit a 
different change in the physical dimensions of each layer. Because of the disparate 
dimensional changes, the multilayer curvature may change. The layer may reversibly return 
to its original shape when the environmental stimulus is removed. This is the principle 
behind the design of thermostats [7, 11, 12] but there are several other applications 
including more recently in the fabrication of three-dimensional micro-/nano-objects [13-
16] including capacitors, building blocks for transistors, sensors and MEMS [13, 17] that 
exploit the difference in properties to create self-assembled structures of various intricate 
shapes.  
1.2 Motivation and Description of the Performed Work  
Regardless of the motive for creating such bi or multilayers, a reliable fabrication route is 
needed that takes into consideration the buildup of strains and addresses any instabilities 
or defects that may form as a result.  
The work is aimed at specifically addressing 
1) What type of instabilities or defects develop in bilayers with extreme modulus 
mismatch and strong interfacial adhesion?   Although several guidelines in design 
have been well documented [6, 18], the current body of work suggests that 
instabilities that may form with excessive compressive strain are only limited by 
interfacial delamination. This work specifically examines patterns that form on the 
surface of metal alloy or metal silicon alloy nano-sized coatings that are sputter 
deposited on elastomeric substrates, e.g. polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), with 
micron scale thickness. PDMS and metal alloy coating are at the extreme Dundurs’ 
parameter range of 𝐷1 = 1 and 𝐷2~0 [19] where the Dundurs’ parameters define 
interrelations between thin film coating and substrate elastic properties[19].  
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2) What processing parameters control the presence of the aforementioned 
instabilities or defects?  
Such an understanding can have a two-fold impact: i) provide the optimum processing 
window for such structures so that the maximum possible stresses can be locked at the 
interface while avoiding excessive damage and ii) provide guidelines on how to 
intentionally create defects or instabilities in a controlled way. As a final demonstration, 
the thesis will provide recommendations on dealloying protocols for synthesis of 
nanoporous metals on compliant substrates. 
1.3 Background 
1.3.1 Applications for bilayer heterostructures 
 In the most basic and common form, the soft-metallic bilayers that we discuss in 
this thesis could serve as actuators. The bimetallic strip is a well-known example. In 
addition, several studies have demonstrated this actuation behavior.  For instance, in Figure 
1.1, Kalaitzidou et al. [20] show the reversible bending of bilayers of similar configuration 
to those discussed in this thesis. These are shown to actuate using a thermal stimulus: In 
the figure, (a) shows the folding and unfolding of polymer scrolls upon temperature change 
while (b) illustrates the alignment of the rolled structures along a flow field, as would be 
essential in practical applications. The design of these actuators requires a deep 
understanding of crucial fabrication factors.  For example, the amount of bending is 
dependent on the level of intrinsic stresses expected. In addition, reducing the number of 
flaws in the generated samples requires maintaining intrinsic residual stresses at a 
minimum.   
 The reversible bending property of these Au/PDMS bilayers, as well as other 
bilayers with a similar configuration, could serve the tangible application of capture, 
transport and release processes. During these processes, molecules are captured by 
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adsorption or a similar means, transported and then released, by desorption, in a desired 
location. In the example demonstrated by Simpson et.al [21], the bilayers are used to 
transport poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), which is more easily adsorbed onto the flat surface 
of the bilayers compared to the folded bilayers. Taking advantage of this selective 
adsorption, the researchers heated initially rolled bilayers in a solution to facilitate 
unfolding, and then exposed these flat bilayers to PEG. The PEG was readily adsorbed 
onto this unfolded surface, after which the bilayers were cooled in the solution, rolling into 
tubes once again, and transported to a separate location. The aspect ratio of the rolled tubes 
supported transportation in a flow field to the new location, where the tubes were once 
again heated to unroll and release the PEG by desorption.  
 
 
Figure 1.1: Bilayer actuation under thermal stimulus. [20] 
 Bilayers also actuate under other stimuli, besides the commonly applied thermal 
stimulus [22, 23]. An example of a bilayer actuator that uses a non-thermal stimulus for 
actuation has been demonstrated by Dai et al. [22]. These researchers created bilayers of a 
liquid crystalline (LC) polymer and the polymer polyamide-6 (PA-6):  A flexible polymer, 
PA-6 has been used in a number of applications [24, 25].  Although they used the PA-6 
polymer, theoretically, any other polymer that adheres properly to the LC polymer and that 
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can withstand the processing steps would suffice.  Once activated in NaOH, the LC 
polymer undergoes anisotropic expansion in a high relative humidity environment.  PA-6, 
by contrast, does not exhibit this behavior, so when both layers are bonded and placed in a 
high humidity environment, the LC polymer expands at the expense of the PA-6, resulting 
in a bending motion similar to that of thermal responsive bilayers.  
 The possibility of actuation under a wide range of stimuli creates potential for these 
bilayers to be applied to sensor designs. The aforementioned bilayer configuration, for 
instance, which actuates under changes in relative humidity, could be incorporated into a 
design that detects humidity in an environment. Similarly, bilayers that actuate by thermal 
or other stimuli could similarly be applied to detect environmental changes in the properties 
that stimulate their actuation. Ultimately, regardless of the general approach used, be it 
thermal or otherwise, actuation requires strong adhesion and a property mismatch that leads 
to differential thermal deformation under specific stimuli. In order to design a successful 
actuation event/procedure, or to understand the limitations of such a design, researchers 
must have a deep understanding of crucial fabrication factors for developing an ideal 
structure.  Intrinsic residual stresses, for instance, would have to be kept at a minimum to 
reduce flaws in the generated samples. The goal of this thesis is to reinforce the knowledge 
base associated with bilayer fabrication challenges with findings from our studies. 
1.3.2 Micro Fabrication for Bilayer Actuation 
 A primary application, for micro-scale bilayers is in the field of micro and 
nanofabrication, which typically requires unique development approaches because 
conventional techniques become less feasible below the micro-/nano- size threshold: As 
no single overarching technique is ideal for developing every micro- and nano- feature, we 
can use several specific development approaches to create desired features. However, 
because most techniques have strict constraints and design limitations, not all development 
approaches are appropriate for certain applications. For instance, some structures 
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composed of organic materials such as polymers are often incompatible with the most 
versatile techniques such as lithography and ion beam or X-ray milling.  Thus, as they can 
be applied in alternative development techniques, the bilayer structures discussed in this 
thesis are essential. 
 The actuation approach has been applied in the fabrication of three-dimensional 
structures [20, 26]. These structures could serve applications in a wide range of micro- and 
nano-scale systems such as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), 
microchemomechanical systems (MCMS), and nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) 
[23, 27, 28]. At the core of the technique is the bilayer and the property differences that 
facilitate the fabrication processes. The general approach is to bend sheets of film in unique 
ways that result in desired structures. The most common and easiest application is in the 
development of tubes, coils, arcs, and drills, which require a bilayer under either intrinsic 
stresses, such as those introduced during the fabrication process, or by external stimuli, 
such as a temperature change that leads to the differential expansion of the layers. 
1.3.3 “Defects” in Bilayers 
 Although counter intuitive, some designers wish to create crack surface patterns in 
bilayers. These could prove useful in applications such as the testing of fluid channels or 
the aiding of actuation. In addition to the common method, forming a basic arc structure, 
other methods can create a much more complex pattern. One such method is the kirigami-
type structure. The method of forming this unique pattern involves strategically placing 
cuts on the manufactured bilayer and applying planar stresses, which may have been 
significantly more complicated to develop otherwise. The cuts direct bending in certain 
directions, as reported in the work of Zhang et al. and illustrated in Figure 1.2 [29].  
 A similar application uses cuts to guide the formation of cracks for unique 
applications. During this procedure, cracks generated by increased residual stresses can be 
tuned so that they occur in desired regions of a sample [30, 31]. An example of this is 
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shown in Figure 1.3, where Kim et al. [30] make use of notches to guide the propagation 
of cracks. In some cases, these guided cracks serve to create micro- and nano- channels 
[32-34], or they could aid actuation behavior in a manner similar to that of kirigami 
structures. While applying such methods, a designer, who would need more than an 
understanding of how to keep intrinsic stresses at a minimum, must be able to keep stresses 
within a confined range and understand the potential instabilities, a requirement that 
demands a deeper understanding of the fabrication steps and contributors to stress and 
crack formation.   
 
Figure 1.2: Illustration of the Kirigami application of bilayer structures [29] 
 
Figure 1.3: Example of Guided Crack Formation [30] 
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 Several studies characterize the behavior of instabilities under various loading 
conditions and design configurations. One of the most concise of these studies was 
conducted by Wang et al. [35], who developed a three-dimensional phase diagram for 
surface instabilities as a function of the level of mismatch strain, the modulus mismatch, 
and the level of adhesion between the layers of the bilayer. The concise phase diagram is 
shown in Figure 1.4. However, this phase diagram does not accurately depict all possible 
behaviors; some of the results reported herein deviate from predictions from the chart. 
Hence, an objective of this study is to examine the unique situations observed and 
complement the information already available to describe the behavior of instabilities. 
 
Figure 1.4: Phase Diagram of Surface Instabilities by Wang et al. [35] 
1.3.4  Characterizing the Bilayer Configuration 
 The previous section introduces the idea of high mismatch bilayers and the 
challenges they present. However, to some degree, all bilayers consist of dissimilar 
materials. Quantifying this dissimilarity and the level of mismatch requires a metric. The 
most accepted quantifying tool is a set of equations developed by Dundurs [19, 36]. These 
so-called “Dundurs’ parameters” relate the stiffness of the individual layers and gauges the 
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mismatch. The equations in their original nomenclature are expressed as Equations 1 and 
2:  








where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the first and second Dundurs’ parameters, 𝑘 the ratio of the shear moduli 
𝜇f/𝜇s, 𝜈𝑖 the Poisson ratio, and the Muskhelishwili constant 𝜅i = (3 − 4𝜈) for plane strain, 
and (3 − 𝜈i)/(1 + 𝜈i) for plane stress [37]. Several other versions of the equations use 
distinct nomenclature that directly show the role of other parameters. Equations 3 and 4 
represent a simplified form of the equations that shows the role of the moduli: 
  𝛼 =
?̅?f−?̅?s
?̅?f+?̅?s
  (3) 




Here, ?̅? represents the biaxial modulus given by ?̅? = 𝐸/(1 − 𝜈2) for plane strain and ?̅? =
𝐸 for plane stress, and subscripts 𝑓 and 𝑠 refer to the film and substrate layers, respectively, 
as illustrated in Figure 1.5. A function of the Poisson ratio used in the second Dundurs’ 
parameter is given as 𝑓(𝜈) = (1 − 2𝜈)/[2(1 − 𝜈)]. 
 
Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the bilayer configuration 
 The first Dundurs’ parameter, 𝛼, is generally used for characterizing the relative 
stiffness of the two layers while the second parameter, 𝛽, provides a method of classifying 
layers based on the Poisson ratio.  While values for 𝛼 generally fall within the range of         
-1 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1, values for 𝛽 typically lie between 0 ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 0.25. Since most analyses do not 
require knowledge of the mismatch in properties other than the modulus (e.g., Poisson 
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ratio), the first parameter, 𝛼, is often more relevant, while the second parameter is either 
neglected or assumed constant in most bilayer configurations. However, some analyses 
such as crack propagation analyses may apply the 𝛽 term.  
 The effectiveness of the Dundurs’ parameters is best illustrated in a comparison of 
two configurations: One bilayer configuration consists of two metals:  steel, the substrate, 
and copper, the film.  The other configuration consists of a polymer and a metal: PDMS, 
the substrate, and gold, the film. In the first configuration, while steel has a modulus of 
~200GPa and a Poisson ratio of ~0.3, copper has a modulus of ~114GPa and a Poisson 
ration of ~0.3. For the second configuration, while PDMS has a modulus of ~3MPa and a 
Poisson ratio of ~0.5, gold has a modulus of ~79GPa and a Poisson ratio of ~0.4. 
Substituting these values into the equation for the Dundurs’ parameters results in values 
that reflect the role of a modulus mismatch in bilayers; the steel-copper bilayer has a 
relatively low modulus mismatch reflected in the 𝛼 value of 0.27 compared to that of the 
PDMS-gold, which is 𝛼 = 0.99.  It is also important to note that switching the materials in 
each layer results in a change in the sign of the Dundurs’ parameters, but it does not change 
the absolute value. 
  In summary, the parameters act as a measure for explaining the degree of mismatch. 
The closer the 𝛼 value is to 1 or -1, the higher the modulus mismatch. This thesis focuses 
on bilayers with an 𝛼 value close to 1; the high mismatch of this class of bilayers creates 
several complications that will be discussed in the following sections. From experiments 
that will entail the use of a limited number of materials and bilayer configurations, this 
study will introduce principles that could theoretically be applied to a wider array of bilayer 
configurations with similar values of Dundurs’ parameters.   
1.4 Nanoporous Metals: Synthesis and Applications 
  Nanoporous metals consist of a defined 3D network of pores and struts, the size of 
which does not exceed a few hundred nanometers. As shown in Figure 1.6, there is much 
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room for versatility in the design of these structures, which allows them to be tuned to 
specific applications [38, 39].  The porosity in these materials can introduce additional 
functionalities [40].  This property is particularly relevant with bilayers of nanoporous 
metals and elastomers as it entails a reduced property mismatch between the two layers.  
 
Figure 1.6: Nanoporous Metal Structures [38, 39] 
 
 The benefits of nanoporous metals are not limited to the alterations in mechanical 
properties. In fact, some of the most versatile and widely adopted applications of 
nanoporous metals take advantage of the increased exposed surface area that results from 
the pores and struts as well as the unique atomic behavior in these pores and struts [41-43]. 
This is particularly beneficial in processes that require surface reactions. Some of these 
applications, demonstrated by other researchers, are shown in Figures 1.7 – 1.9. In Figure 
1.7, Kraehnert et al. show the use of nanoporous metals as catalysts for a chemical reaction 
[44]. Biener et al. and Detsi et al. show in Figures 1.8 and 1.9 respectively, applications of 
nanoporous metals as actuators under unique stimuli [45, 46]. In Figure 1.7, the actuation 
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process allows for use as a sensor of ozone and carbon monoxide while in Figure 1.8, with 
the incorporation of an electroactive polymer used to coat the ligaments of nanoporous 
gold, mechanical work is possible with the application of electrical stimuli.  
 
 
Figure 1.7: Applications of Nanoporous Metals as Catalysts [44] 
 
Figure 1.8: Application of Nanoporous Metals in Sensors [45] 
 
Figure 1.9: Nanoporous Metals Applied in Metallic Muscles [46] 
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1.5 Motivation for the Performed Work: Challenges with Fabrication  
 The main motivation for this work is the need to understand some challenges that 
result from attempting to create bilayers of nanoporous metals and elastomers. The 
previous sections have presented some of the unique benefits of bilayers and nanoporous 
metals that allow them to serve a wide range of applications that merge the unique 
properties of high mismatch bilayers and nanoporous metals. It is however necessary to 
develop a good grasp of the fabrication process, especially as it relates to failure 
development. This thesis aims to examine these challenges in fabrication with the goal of 
providing better control over the process. 
1.5.1  Fabrication of Nanoporous Metals 
 To serve as a background for explaining the source of these challenges, this section 
outlines the basic approach for fabricating nanoporous metals. Figures 1.8 and 1.9 help 
illustrate the basic fabrication process for the nanoporous metals. In general, nanoporous 
metals are created in an electrochemical process called dealloying. The dealloying process 
makes use of an electrochemical setup. An electrochemical cell is a system of two 
conducting electrodes undergoing half reactions (oxidation at the anode and reduction at 
the cathode). The site of the respective reaction depends on the nature of the electrode and 
can be determined by the electrode potential. The direction of electron flow in this cell is 
determined by the relative values of the electrode potentials on the galvanic series [47]. 
When a potential is applied to this system, current is generated by the oxidation of the 
anode to release electrons, which are conducted to the cathode for reduction. Ions in the 
electrolyte undergo reduction in the cathode. Under ideal circumstances, the oxidation of 
ions in the anode could eventually lead to dissolution or loss of mass in the anode, while a 
sufficient supply of metal ions in the electrolyte or from the dissolved anode could lead to 
deposition or increase in mass on the cathode. The latter process results in the more 
common electroplating process while the former is the mechanism involved in 
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electrochemical dealloying. More information on the electrochemical principles can be 
found in referenced literature  [48, 49]. 
 The dealloying process undergoes a similar electrochemical process. The main 
difference is the nature of the samples used. In the simplest form, the dealloying process 
can be explained as a regular electrochemical process as described above, whereby an alloy 
is used in the working electrode. With a significant difference in nobility for the two 
components of the alloy, under the right dealloying conditions, one of the components of 
the alloy becomes more susceptible to dissolution. The result is an extraction of one 
component of the alloy leaving behind a foam of the other component. The typical sample 
setup is as illustrated in Figure 1.10. 
 
Figure 1.10: Summary of Dealloying Preparation Setup 
1.5.2 The Challenge of the New Frontier 
 Following the explanation in the previous subsection, one could understand that in 
order to achieve our goal of creating bilayers of a nanoporous metal and an elastomer, we 
need only substitute an elastomer for the Si substrate in Figure 1.10 and then carry out the 
same process of dealloying. However, this is not a trivial task: Silicon is a brittle solid that 
has a low modulus mismatch with the deposited alloy, which in the example is an alloy of 
silicon. Replacing this silicon substrate with a compliant elastomer would impose a 
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significant level of property mismatch on the bilayer system, one that could result in 
instabilities. Such high levels of property mismatch have generally been avoided so little 
is known of what to expect in such a configuration, hence the need to study the instabilities 
in high-property-mismatch bilayers. In this thesis, we examine some of these instabilities; 
particularly, those associated with high stresses, leading to the development of cracks and 
wrinkles on the bilayers. 
 
1.6 Thesis Organization 
 The applications presented illustrate a few of the many current and potential 
applications of polymer bilayers. The purpose of this thesis is to expand on the knowledge 
of bilayers in this regard.  
 The thesis is outlined as follows: Chapter 2 begins by presenting the details of the 
preparation process for these bilayers. This information is necessary because it illuminates 
the possible contributors to the observed features. Chapter 3 follows with added 
considerations that support some of the hypotheses we later present, and Chapter 4 
discusses the test samples used in detail, as well as their unique behaviors, providing an 
explanation for such behaviors. Chapter 5 closes with some added considerations that could 
fuel further study.  
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CHAPTER 2 
SAMPLE PREPARATION PROTOCOL 
2.1 Overview 
 To meet the objectives posed in this thesis, we examine several samples, uniquely 
designed to address certain questions, and report on their behavior and our conclusions. 
These samples are bilayers of the polymer, poly (dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS), and a metal 
alloy. This chapter presents details of the synthesis process including information on the 
sample compositions and the techniques used. The purpose of the chapter, in addition to 
presenting the reader with the details of the fabrication process, is to provide background 
knowledge necessary for the uninformed reader to understand the discussions that follow 
in subsequent chapters. The information also explains the rationale behind fabrication 
decisions and conclusions, essentially sharing the train of thought adopted in the 
experimental process and providing the reader with a starting point for further exploration 
into the challenge discussed. Observations and conclusions drawn in this study are closely 
related to factors in the fabrication process, so later portions of the thesis will include 
multiple references to principles in this chapter. 
 
2.2 PDMS Preparation 
2.2.1 Overview 
 Poly (dimethyl siloxane), commonly referred to as PDMS, is a silicone elastomer 
used in a host of applications for its many beneficial properties. In the field of 
microelectronics and micro-/nano- device fabrication, some of its particularly relevant 
properties are its low cost, optical properties (transparency in the visible spectrum), thermal 
stability, low modulus with durability, and ease of fabrication [50].  PDMS can also be 
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molded very easily to create fine features in the micro scale with tolerances within the 
nanometer range. This quality, coupled with other factors, such as its hydrophobic and 
physiological inertness, makes it perfect for applications in medical devices and 
microfluidics. These factors, coupled with the ease of fabrication, make it the most viable 
option in creating flexible bilayers with sizes in the micro scale that are capable of 
undergoing large deflections, hence its adoption in the sample designs discussed in this 
thesis.  
2.2.2 Preparation 
 The raw material for PDMS fabrication is a two-part mix of a base (monomer) and 
a curing agent (cross linker), both liquid at room temperature. Adding the curing agent to 
the base facilitates crosslinking of polymer chains to create a dense polymer, solid at room 
temperature. The ratio of the curing agent to the polymer base is particularly important, 
and discussions of fabrication routes must include the ratio adopted. Curing could be done 
at room temperature over a length of days or at elevated temperature to facilitate rapid 
curing. The PDMS used in this study is the well-known Sylgard® 183 manufactured by 
Dow Corning. Preparation as outlined by the manufacturer involves two major steps: 
mixing the base and curing agent in a set ratio and curing at a suitable temperature for a 
length of time dependent on the curing temperature. The most common curing ratio used 
for this polymer mix is the 10:1 ratio by weight of base to curing agent; however, 
researchers have prepared PDMS at other ratios, often to alter the mechanical properties 
[28, 51]. An added step of shaping in a mold can be included prior to curing since forming 
is best done while the polymer is in the uncured state. 
 PDMS preparation in this project seeks to create thin layers of PDMS, several 
microns thick. Such thicknesses are challenging to obtain with a mold and so in lieu of one, 
the samples are spin coated on a glass slide to create a film of the desired thickness. 
Selecting the glass slide as the substrate allowed for easy handling, as it was small enough 
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to fit in a spin coater and most characterization tools. In addition, with the use of a glass-
cutting scribe, samples could easily be shaped to smaller sizes for other applications 
without the need to separate the PDMS from the substrate. More important however, the 
glass substrate could withstand the high temperatures that the PDMS may need to be 
exposed to during the curing step.  
 In some post fabrication steps, it was necessary to release the PDMS from the 
substrate for further analysis. In such cases, conventional means of release, such as 
mechanically with tweezers, could damage the sample in the process. To avoid this 
shortcoming, a sacrificial layer of poly (acrylic acid) was incorporated between the PDMS 
and glass substrate layers. This layer was prepared on the glass slide prior to the deposition 
of PDMS. PAA is manufactured as a viscous liquid, but upon drying, it becomes rigid and 
readily dissolves in water. This makes it ideal as a sacrificial layer: Created samples with 
the dried PAA layer between the glass surface and the PDMS need only be immersed in 
water, causing the PAA to dissolve and the PDMS to float off from the glass slide.  As with 
the PDMS, this PAA layer is created by spin coating liquid PAA and drying on a hot plate 
prior to PDMS deposition.   
 Two essential variables considered when preparing the PDMS, the thickness and 
the modulus, are varied in the fabrication steps. The thickness is determined by the spin 
speed during the spin coating step while the modulus is dependent on curing temperature. 
To calibrate the relationship between the spin speed and the resulting thickness, PDMS 
was first prepared at various spin speeds. Sections were then cut into the PDMS creating 
steps in the surface profile, over which a profilometer was passed over. The depth of these 
steps, once read, gave the thickness of the PDMS sample. The homogeneity of the thickness 
across the entire glass substrate was assessed by measuring the thickness at several 
positions on the glass slide. The thickness was averaged and plotted versus the spin speed 
to give a curve that relates the spin speed to PDMS thickness. Figure 2.1 shows the array 
of steps made on the glass slides for measurements. Actual values are presented in Table 
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2.1 while Figure 2.2 shows a plot of these averages. The error bars represent the standard 
deviation of the measurements and give an idea of the homogeneity of samples prepared at 
each thickness. The standard deviation of the measurements, which is related to the level 
of roughness/unevenness in the PDMS, is presented in Figure 3 against the measured 
thickness. The unused region in Figure 2.1 represented a portion of the sample that may 
have been damaged due to handling. In a few cases, read values were erratic, possibly due 
to poor separation of the PDMS from the substrate or extensive damage. These outlying 
values were omitted from measurements to give the most accurate depiction of the 
thickness. The omitted values are shown as blanks in table 1.  
 
 
Figure 2.1: Average Step Positioning for Thickness Measurements 
 


























Figure 2.3: Standard Deviation of Thickness Measurements with Mean Thickness 
 The curing temperature of the PDMS also plays a role in the properties of the final 
sample, affecting the modulus of the PDMS. This relationship is however well understood 
and reported by manufactures and other researchers who have conducted extensive 
research into the matter. This data was used in characterizing samples from the current 
study.  Three curing temperatures were used: 70, 110 and 150°𝐶 for samples spin coated 
at each speed and therefore thickness. 
 
2.3 Metal Film Deposition 
 Another step adopted in the sample fabrication process involves the deposition of 
a thin metal film on the PDMS surface. The film, preferably several nanometers thick, 
would need to have excellent adhesion and conform to the smooth PDMS surface. The 
property differences between this film and the PDMS will be necessary in facilitating the 
desired actuation behavior. Magnetron sputtering, a variation of the familiar sputtering 
technique, is used in creating this film. Although several deposition techniques exist, these 
all have their respective limitations that make them unsuitable. The most common 





























thesis, are the evaporation and sputtering techniques. Of these two techniques, the 
sputtering technique is selected due to several features that make it better suitable and ideal 
for this application. These features and other advantages are discussed in the following 
subsection.  
2.3.1 Magnetron Sputtering 
 Sputter deposition is a form of physical vapor deposition whereby a plasma 
contained in a sputtering chamber is used to liberate atoms from the surface of a target to 
be deposited on a substrate [52, 53]. The plasma is an ionic gas created in the sputtering 
chamber. Also in the chamber are an anode and cathode separated by a void where the 
plasma will be filled. The pressure in this chamber is lowered and a gas, typically argon 
due to its inertness, is introduced. When a potential difference is created between the anode 
and the cathode, electrons are forced to migrate away from the cathode creating a thin 
potential drop region that causes ions in the gas to accelerate towards the cathode. The 
impact of these ions on the cathode causes more electrons to be emitted from the surface, 
which in turn causes ionization of more atoms, growing the plasma. With a high enough 
energy, the ions in the plasma bombard and liberate atoms from the cathode, which is also 
fitted with the target material to be deposited. Upon growth of the plasma, ion 
bombardment of the cathode leads to the liberation of high velocity atoms that travel across 
the chamber to the substrate, where they settle leading to the development of a film of 
atoms. More elaborate details on this process can be found in referenced literature [52-56]. 
 As a process that works by ion bombardment in a moderate temperature 
environment, the sputtering technique has several advantages over other film deposition 
techniques that are available. Perhaps the most relevant of these to the bilayers discussed 
are the versatility of the technique, which allows for the deposition of a wide range of 
metals and alloys, and its compatibility with temperature sensitive materials. The versatility 
is necessary to deposit alloys without the need for an annealing step (which would be 
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necessary to create a homogenous film by depositing pure elements separately) while the 
low temperature requirement is necessary when working with soft materials that have low 
melting points. Magnetron sputtering works on the same principle as the conventional 
sputtering technique but with an improvement that incorporates rotating magnets to keep 
the electrons moving in a loop above the cathode. This added feature increases the 
ionization occurrences and thus improves the plasma, yield and overall efficiency of the 
process [54]. The added functionality of the magnetron sputtering technique coupled with 
the already established benefits of the sputtering technique makes this an appropriate 
method for deposition on the temperature sensitive polymer considered in this study.  
2.4 Ultraviolet (UV) Ozone Treatment 
 UV-Ozone treatment is a process adopted in several microelectronic procedures, 
primarily for cleaning substrates and surfaces by removing organic materials that may 
serve as contaminants or that may hinder subsequent processing steps. The method could 
however present inherent problems of its own, generally unique to the specific application. 
An understanding of the underlying chemistry of the process can help to inform a designer 
to avoid undesirable outcomes and explain any curious observations.  
 Ultraviolet radiation refers to the electromagnetic waves with wavelengths within 
the ultraviolet range of the electromagnetic spectrum, just below the wavelength range of 
visible light. This lower wavelength implies a higher frequency and thus a higher energy 
with greater potential to dissociate molecules. Oxygen (O2) is an example of one such 
molecule. UV light with a wavelength of 184.9nm is absorbed by O2 to create the more 
reactive Ozone (O3). Organic molecules such as oils or resist materials could also absorb 
UV radiation and undergo photosensitized oxidation processes. The UV cleaning process 
uses this approach, working on an atomic level to remove certain contaminants. The 
process requires both the presence of UV radiation often generated using a mercury (Hg) 
lamp and an ample supply of oxygen, which serves as fuel for ozone generation [57]. With 
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an appropriate wavelength UV source to dissociate atoms and an ozone source to react with 
dissociated atoms and thus aid removal, the UV treatment technique serves as an efficient 
method of cleaning surfaces of resists or general impurities; however, it also has potential 
to modify the substrate being treated. More details on this modification is discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
 All of the steps discussed are applied in the development process of the bilayers 
used in this study. With each step comes its own limitations and contributors to the unique 
observations made herein. A detailed description of the bilayer development process as 
they apply to these processes and an in depth look into the effect of the effects on the 
resulting bilayer is presented in chapter 4. This will help aid the main discussion of this 






CHAPTER 3  
PROCESSING PARAMETERS 
 
 This chapter presents a brief overview and background of the crucial factors that 
could affect the resulting nature of bilayers. This information will serve as a backdrop and 
reference in the discussion of the causes of certain instabilities. 
3.1 Surface Modification by UV-Ozone Treatment 
 An essential factor to consider is the surface modification that results from UV-
Ozone treatment. UV treatment of polymers held much promise as a technique for cleaning 
polymer surfaces, but with the ongoing discovery of its unusual effects on polymers, the 
technique has also become an avenue for surface layer modification of polymers. With this 
modification comes several property changes such as altered hydrophobicity and improved 
adhesion to deposited materials. Although the removal of impurities could explain some of 
these factors, the primary cause of these modifications lies in the altered chemistry of a 
thin surface layer of the polymers. During UV treatment in the presence of Ozone, UV 
light provides energy needed to facilitate the bonding of oxygen and other radicals to 
polymer chains. The result is a modified polymer chain structure that takes the chemical 
form of a silicon oxide. This modified composition could result in a denser or more brittle 
surface layer, among other possible changes. Changes generally extend below the surface 
by a few nanometers or as deep as several microns into the PDMS, creating a thin film of 
modified polymer, the thickness of which is known to be dependent on the length of 
exposure and degree of crosslinking in the PDMS. This thickness, although, small and 
seemingly insignificant, is sufficient to create changes in surface behaviors that could affect 
the behavior of samples. More details on these effects as well as the detailed chemistry, 
mechanism and changes in specific polymers can be found in numerous reports that have 
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delved into the matter [58, 59], but for the sake of this thesis, focus will be kept on the 
effects on the polymer Poly (dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS).   
 For the bilayers in this study, the effect of concern is the surface modification that 
could lead to an altered modulus and possibly a change in the strain state. Because the level 
of modification due to the treatment process is not clear, we rely on calculated assumptions 
based on observations in this and other studies on the matter. The effect on hydrophobicity, 
and hence on the level of adhesion incurred, is explored. Specifically, the importance of 
this step in promoting adhesion of a deposited film is evaluated using a control sample that 
was developed without the UV-Ozone treatment step.  
3.2 Temperature Effects of Sputter Deposition 
 Another factor that needs to be considered when attempting to understand the 
stresses in bilayers is the effect of thermal loads during preparation. This factor is especially 
important when the materials involved have a significant difference in thermal expansion 
coefficients, as is the case with the samples considered in this thesis. Polymers, with their 
high thermal expansion coefficients even at low temperature, are susceptible to significant 
deformation during many processing steps. This deformation could be a source of intrinsic 
stressed, as discussed in Section 1.3.1. Therefore, if there is a remote possibility that 
thermal factors may be present, the possibility needs to be explored. However, a review of 
sputtering effects showed that thermal effects are not a significant issue during the 
deposition stage [60]: Sputtering, unlike some other deposition techniques, does not rely 
on high temperatures to facilitate deposition. Instead, substrate temperature rise is a result 
of the kinetic energy of impeding atoms. Few studies have attempted to quantify this effect 
but results show negligible temperature rise in the substrate [60]. For this reason, in the 
studies discussed in this thesis, temperature effects due to the sputtering process are 
considered negligible and are not considered as a relevant factor to understand results. The 
curious researcher could however probe into these effects.  
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3.3 Residual stresses due to sputter deposition 
 Although thermal stresses are not considered as a limiting factor in the sputter 
deposition process, we did recognize that stresses could develop due to other mechanisms. 
As with other deposition techniques, unique elements of the sputter deposition process 
could often serve as limitations to the technique. Explaining these limitations requires an 
understanding of the development process. Incident atoms on a sputter deposition substrate 
are often referred to as adatoms. These adatoms, upon reaching the surface, could settle 
and adhere to the substrate, or with sufficient energy, maintain some mobility on the 
surface. Eventually however, the adatoms settle into an equilibrium state and the growth 
of the films begins.  
  Film growth may either be polycrystalline or epitaxial. Epitaxial growth occurs 
when there is a close match in the lattice parameters. For an amorphous substrate like 
PDMS, it is impossible to obtain a lattice match with a deposited metal. Growth in this case 
thus follows a polycrystalline nature, beginning with the nucleation of adatoms to form 
islands that eventually grow large enough to form a continuous film, as illustrated in Figure 
3.1. The details of this development process is additionally dependent on the energy 
involved as affected by surface and interfacial properties; a developing system seeks the 
lowest energy configuration for development. Island growth for instance is affected by the 
relationship between the interfacial energy between the adatom and the substrate and the 
energy between two similar adatoms; if the interfacial energy exceeds the material energy, 
growth is more favorable on already existing islands, and vice versa.  
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Figure 3.1: Typical Film Growth Process [61] 
 These basic principles have served as an explanation for the intrinsic stresses that 
develop during film growth. Unlike extrinsic stresses that arise because of external factors 
such as temperature change, intrinsic stresses are more inherent to the development 
technique and material properties. Typically stress developments follow the general pattern 
illustrated in Figure 3.2, extracted from reference [61], beginning with a compressive stress 
that steadily grows into tensile stresses before a final drop. A general hypothesis that 
explains this behavior attributes the initial compressive stresses to the initial growth of the 
islands. Upon initially impinging on the surface, adatoms are fixed to the surface and 
growth of islands is restricted to the initial fixed site. With time however, the hypothesis 
explains that further growth leads to tensile stresses that develop as a result of energy 
conversation that converts gaps between islands into grain boundaries. More time allows 
for a denser packed film that results in compressive stresses. The details of the levels of 




Figure 3.2: Stress Development Pattern for Polycrystalline Films 
 
3.3.1 Surface Energies and Mobility of Adatoms 
 The major factor to consider in the sputtering deposition is the effect of the mobility 
and energy of ions and electrons. The energy of the ions impinging on the target, 
determined by the potential in the sputtering system, determines the sputter yield. This in 
turn affects the energy of the liberated atoms and affects the nature of the surface created; 
high-energy atoms have greater mobility upon reaching the surface of the atom. This in 
turn determines the development of the film. Likewise, high-energy atoms could lead to 
damage of the substrate, which may have secondary effects on the nature of the bilayer 
once developed. The energy of the ions is controlled by the potential difference in the 
sputtering setup. Typically, the level of stresses that result from the atom mobility is 
understood by the sputtering technician and is for the most part, independent of the 
sputtering chamber. This allows the technician to control the intrinsic stresses to be 
expected on the bilayer. The adatom energy does however play a less understood role 
unique to polymers and similar substrates. Studies have found that high energy atoms from 
the sputtering process are likely have an effect similar to the UV process [62]. Atoms can 
be implanted into the PDMS, modifying the surface layer in ways that are not fully 
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CHAPTER 4 
CRACKS AND WRINKLES IN BILAYERS 
4.1 Introduction 
 Wrinkling and cracking have attracted increased interest because of their potential 
as nanostructured pattern fabrication routes that would, for instance, render a surface 
hydrophobic [63-65], allow for the fabrication of microfluidic circuits [66] or aid in the 
design of flexible electronics [2, 67, 68]. Regardless of the motive for creating such 
bilayers, a reliable fabrication route is necessary, hence the importance of information on 
bilayer conditions developed under certain fabrication conditions. Although several 
guidelines in design have been documented [18, 61] these either describe a more general 
situation or focus on another configuration from the one we might be discussing. As a 
result, a great deal has yet to be explained. The goal of this chapter, therefore, is to clarify 
much of the confusion surrounding the instabilities created on the bilayers that we discuss, 
and in the process, to supply the bilayer designer with information needed to control 
experimental outcomes. To accomplish this goal, this study introduces two crucial factors: 
First, we need to establish an optimum processing window for these structures so that the 
maximum possible stresses can be locked at the interface while preventing excessive 
damage, and second, we need to present guidelines on how to intentionally create cracks 
and/or wrinkles in a controlled way.  
 To properly examine bilayer instabilities (cracking and wrinkling), we adopted an 
experimental approach whereby we created several samples under carefully selected 
conditions and evaluated the condition of the samples after fabrication. This approach was 
necessary because of the nature of the task: Since the factors that cause these instabilities 
are not apparent, any model created would likely be flawed as all factors and mechanisms 
cannot possibly be accounted for. This chapter presents the details of our experimental 
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process, including the rationale, experimental approach, and findings. The study 
illuminates the contribution of specific mechanisms; by keeping selected conditions 
constant, we isolated the potential cause of certain behaviors, narrowing down the relevant 
mechanisms that could subsequently be incorporated into a model for verification 
purposes. One such model is introduced in later parts of this chapter, to verify assumptions 
we made and evaluate these assumptions against experimental results.   
 The analysis that follows focuses on instabilities created due to interfacial mismatch 
strains that form when silicide or metal-alloy films were deposited on polymer substrates. 
In general, thin coatings deposited on a substrate to form a bilayer, can span a wide range 
of coating thicknesses, from the 10−1m range for paved roads, to the 10−9m range for 
integrated circuits. For all of these cases, mismatch strains locked at the interface can be 
formed at any point in the deposition process and residual stress build up can be relieved 
via various energy release mechanisms, including delamination [69], wrinkling [1-3] or 
crack formation [6]. Phase diagrams for various instability patterns [35] formed at the 
surface under compressive mismatch strain account for wrinkles, folds, creases, and ridges 
depending on the elastic moduli ratios of the coating and substrate[70-72]. Cracks can also 
form when the interfacial strength is weak, resulting in coating delamination and crack 
formation [6]. However, under tensile mismatch strains, intricate crack networks, involving 
multiple parallel and intersecting cracks can form [6, 73].  To understand these instabilities, 
we focus on characterizing the surface patterns formed on bilayers, specifically those 
involving a metal alloy or metal-silicon alloy coating sputter deposited on thin elastomeric 
substrates such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). These fall under the general category of 
bilayers with extreme modulus mismatch (Dundurs’ parameter values of 𝛼 ≅  1 and 𝛽 ≅
 0) and strong interfacial adhesion, a bilayer configuration that is currently not completely 
understood. Thus, the key condition of interest is strong interfacial adhesion at the bilayer 
interface coupled with substantial property differences between the coating and the 
substrate.  
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 Aside from the effects of the wide variation in Dundurs’ parameters, the 
development of strong adhesion is explored through ozone treatment and the sputter 
process. Finally, the effect of the coating fracture toughness and the substrate 
characteristics, including the thickness and surface chemistry, are examined. The chapter 
is thus organized as follows: We first present the experimental protocol followed by a 
discussion of the experimental results, beginning with a brief theoretical background to aid 
the discussion of the results. In the discussion, we present information based on existing 
studies and along with a new hypotheses associated with the bilayer configuration, backing 
these up with the results from the experimental studies where necessary.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
4.2 Experimental Protocol: Summary and Details of Samples Prepared for this 
Study 
 In our study of the cracking and wrinkling effects on bilayers, the test samples 
consisted of two layers. The PDMS layer, prepared in a 10:1 ratio by weight of monomer 
to cross linker, was created by spin casting Sylgard® 184 on a rigid glass slide using a 
Laurell spin coater. A layer of poly (acrylic acid) (PAA) film was first spin casted between 
the PDMS and the glass slide, prior to PDMS preparation.  Spin casting was done at 1,500 
revolutions per minute (RPM) for one minute for a 25 wt% PAA aqueous solution, 
followed by drying at 100°C for 30 minutes. The PAA layer was added solely to aid in the 
release of samples, when necessary, without introducing unwanted stresses. A range of 
spin casting speeds were used in the fabrication of several samples with various PDMS 
film thicknesses. The correlation between spin speed and the thickness of the PDMS 
samples was obtained following the calibration experiment described in Chapter 2. Based 
on this information, spin speeds of 0.5K to 4K RPM resulted in PDMS thicknesses between 
30 and ~6 μm, respectively. The homogeneity of the thickness across the entire glass 
substrate, which was assessed by measurements of the thickness at several positions on the 
glass slide, showed thickness variations of ~8μm for speeds of 0.5K to 1K RPM and 0.6μm 
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for a speed of 4K RPM. Three curing temperatures, 70°C, 110°C, and 150°C, were used for 
samples spin coated at the same speed and thickness. Since studies have shown that the 
PDMS modulus is temperature dependent, each of these curing temperatures resulted in a 
unique modulus [74].  
 The next step, following PDMS preparation, is the metal-alloy deposition step. 
Prior to this step, the majority of the samples underwent the UV-ozone treatment process 
discussed in Chapter 2. These were exposed to ultra-violet (UV) ozone irradiation using a 
Jelight Company, Inc. Model 42A UVO Cleaner. Irradiated samples were exposed at an 
approximate distance of 2cm from the UV source. Some samples were not irradiated in 
order to examine the impact of the UV-Ozone treatment step on the eventual surface 
morphology. The metal alloy coatings were deposited using magnetron sputtering under 
100V DC bias. A 5nm Ti seed layer followed by an alloy of either gold-silicon (Au-Si) or 
gold-silver (Au-Ag), depending on the sample, were deposited on the PDMS and prepared 
to a thickness of 70nm. 
 The sample deposition conditions are summarized in Table 4.1, which lists PDMS 
thickness, the curing parameters, and UV treatment that identify the samples. The alloys 
consisted of Au0.2Si0.8 and Au0.3Ag0.7 by atom percent (at. %) as validated with X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Residual stresses, introduced as a result of the sputter 
deposition process, were accounted for based on preliminary experiments: Prior curvature 
change measurements with a laser-scanning apparatus found that coatings of this type, 
sputtered under similar conditions on rigid silicon substrates, exhibited 100-200 MPa 
residual compressive stress in the thin films after deposition[75, 76]. Given that the only 
difference between these two deposition processes (i.e., the curvature measurement and 
our sample depositions) was the substrate, we assume that the stresses introduced in our 
samples have the same order of magnitude. 
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Metal alloy type 
6/70 PDMS/Au20-Si80 6 ± 1 70 N 
Au-Si 
(20%-80%) 
6/150 PDMS/Au20-Si80 9 ± 3 150 N 
Au-Si 
(20%-80%) 
25/110/UV PDMS/Au35-Ag65 25 ± 1 110 Y 
Au-Ag 
(35% - 65%) 
25/110/UV PDMS/Au20-Si80 25 ± 1 110 Y 
Au-Si 
(20% - 80%) 
6/110/UV PDMS/Au20-Si80 6 ± 1 110 Y 
Au-Si 
(20% - 80%) 
50/110/UV PDMS/Au20-Si80 49 ± 8 110 Y 
Au-Si 
(20% - 80%) 
 
 The surface characteristics of the films after deposition (e.g., cracks or wrinkles) 
were examined with optical scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and confocal 
microscopy. Post processing was done using ImageJ, an image-processing program [77]. 
The optical images were taken with a microscope camera by Edmund Optics with an EO 
5987 lens. As for the cracks, only those that extended beyond intersections were used in 
the measurements, and any branching events were ignored. SEM images were taken by a 
Zeiss Ultra 60 FE SEM. At least eight measurements were obtained for each sample and 
the average value was reported. Confocal microscopy images for some samples were 
obtained using an Olympus LEXT 3D material confocal microscope. These images served 
to create a better understanding of the nature of the cracks and wrinkles with respect to the 
depth. A focused-ion-beam section on one of the samples was used to confirm the through-
thickness observations of the confocal microscope. The result and consequences of these 
sample preparation steps are reflected in the samples. The features of the samples are 
analyzed, which leads to a more thorough understanding of the effects of the development.  
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4.2.1 Calculating Strains from Confocal Profiles 
 Although residual strain conditions of the samples were controlled, some of the 
resulting samples did not reflect these conditions, which will be discussed in more detail 
in the following sections. To understand the degree of this deviation and to inform our 
analysis, we estimated the apparent strain conditions directly based on the results. In order 
to obtain this estimate, we adopted a profile analysis approach in which we analyzed 
confocal maps to obtain the degree of deformation associated with the wrinkled surfaces. 
This approach assumes that because of constraints, expansion deformations of the surface 
layer results in surface-layer bending, which create wrinkles, as illustrated schematically 
in Figure 4.1: We assume that the primary energy release mechanism is the formation of 
wrinkles; therefore, the change in surface features is primarily due to introduced stress. 
Following this logic, the strain can be estimated by the fundamental strain 
relationship: 𝜀 =  (𝑙 − 𝑙0)/𝑙0, where 𝑙 and 𝑙0 are the final and initial lengths respectively. 
However, since the confocal maps involve areas, and not 2D lines, as illustrated in Figure 
4.1, we used a modified equation for the strain: 𝜀 =  (𝐴 − 𝐴0)/(1 − 𝜈)𝐴0. 𝐴0 and 𝐴 are 
the initial and deformed areas respectively, as determined from the confocal image 
analysis, and 𝜈 is the Poisson ratio, which is incorporated into the expression to account 
for differences in strain behavior along the dimensions of the area.  
 The confocal images were also used in the estimation of the average wavelength of 
the samples, which was accomplished using an FFT algorithm that analyzed the raw data, 
smoothened to eliminate noise, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The result was an FFT, similar 
to that shown in Figure 4.3, with several peaks that accounted for the hierarchy of the 
wrinkles. We selected the first two peaks, which reflected the wavelengths. These results 




Figure 4.1: Schematic of Principle applied to calculate Strains from Wrinkle Profiles 
 
Figure 4.2: Band Pass Filtering of Confocal Data: Filtered vs. Unfiltered Profile 
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Figure 4.3: Obtaining Wavelengths from FFT of Profiles 
4.3 Description and Discussion of Observed Surface Patterns  
 The samples presented in Table 4.1 were selected to examine the effect of (a) curing 
temperature, (b) elastomer thickness, and (c) UV treatment on the resulting out-of-plane 
instability patterns. All samples with Au-Si coating exhibited an array of cracks of varying 
densities and depths. The Au-Si samples that did not undergo UV treatment prior to sputter 
deposition had wrinkles in addition to cracks on their surface. The Au-Ag coating exhibited 
only wrinkles. The characteristics of these patterns and their relationships to the deposition 
parameters are discussed in the following subsections.   
 
4.3.1 Wrinkle Wavelength and Its Relationship to Existing Theories 
 Of the samples listed in Table 1, wrinkles were observed on the Au-Ag sample and 
the two non-UV-treated Au-Si samples. Planar view images of the wrinkles are shown in 
Figure 4.4. Also shown in this figure is the nested or hierarchical wrinkled network, an 
observed behavior whereby multiple sets of wrinkles of various sizes appear to form on the 
same samples, as observed on the Au-Si sample shown in Figure 4.4c. We estimated the 
average wavelength of these wrinkles from the confocal images, as explained in Section 
4.2.1. We noted that these wavelengths were roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than 
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the characteristic crack spacing, which is discussed in a subsequent section. This 
observation is crucial to our discussion of the source of these instabilities.  
 With the wavelengths from confocal profiles, we compared the behavior of our 
samples to that of the predictions from studies that claim that the wavelength of wrinkles 
formed under compressive stresses depend on the elastic moduli of the film and the 
substrate, and on the thickness of the film. Based on these models from the literature, 
wrinkles begin to form once the compressive film stresses exceed a critical value that 
induces buckling, determined by 






 , (4.1) 
where 𝜆0 is the critical wavelength. Subscripts f and s represent the properties for the film 
and substrate respectively; ℎf is the film thickness, and ?̅?f and ?̅?s represent the biaxial 
moduli, which are based on the general expression for the biaxial modulus given by ?̅? =
𝐸/(1 − 𝜈2). Wavelength values obtained from confocal analysis as well as theoretical 
predictions based on Equation 4.1 are shown in Figure 4.5: Values are normalized with 
respect to the film thickness (70nm for all samples) and expressed as a function of the 
biaxial modulus, ?̅?f. The gray region bounded by solid lines represents the predicted values 
based on Equation 4.1. Figure 4.5 also shows the results obtained from an FEM analysis. 
 
Figure 4.4: SEM Images of the Bilayer Surface after Coating Deposition: (a) 
25/110/UVPDMS/Au-Ag, (b) 6/70PDMS/Au20Si80, (c) and (d) show 




Figure 4.5: Wrinkle Wavelength vs Biaxial Modulus of Film 
 By comparing the observed results to the theoretical values, we show in Figure 4.5 
that the wavelength of the sample with the Au-Ag coating agrees well with the theoretical 
predictions of Equation 1. Meanwhile, the samples with the Au-Si coating, which have two 
wavelength values that account for the nested or hierarchical nature of the wrinkles, have 
wavelengths smaller than predicted. Previous studies have shown that these nested 
wrinkles can depend on the magnitude of the applied mismatch interfacial strain [78]. 
However, for the two Au-Si samples showing nested wrinkles of various wavelengths, the 
only parameter that we varied was the curing temperature, which, as mentioned previously, 
affects the modulus of the PDMS, in this case varying the value between 1.7 and 2.6 MPa 
for the two samples. This observation alone could suggest a relationship between the 
modulus and the interfacial strain or imply a deviation from conventional behavior. We 
also note that the smaller wrinkle wavelength cannot be accurately captured by accordion-
type models, which are presented in literature to describe post-buckling compressive strain 
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behavior [79] since our models predict a 10% decrease in the wavelength for these material 
properties, when under additional 10% mismatch strain. In addition, another factor that 
can affect the wavelength, based on Equation 1, is the film thickness. For the samples used 
in this study, the film thickness of the Au-Si samples was constant so the reported 
difference in wavelength shown in Figure 4.5 was most likely a result of the PDMS 
properties and surface treatment processes.  
 
4.3.2 Crack Network Characteristics 
 All samples with Au-Si coating formed an intersecting network of parallel cracks 
after sputter deposition. This phenomenon has also been reported when iron thin films were 
sputtered on an elastomer [18]. The basic nature of the cracks is shown in Figure 4.6, which 
includes the confocal microscopy plan view (Figures 4.6(a), (c), and (e)) as well as the 
height (Figures 4.6(b), (d) and (f)) of the bilayer surface for UV treated samples following 
Au-Si film deposition. This figure reveals some behaviors that would not have been 
expected: The plan view confocal microscopy images in Figures 4.6(a), (c), and (e) shows 
that the density of cracks increases with decreasing PDMS thickness. In addition, as the 
spacing between the cracks reduces, the out of plane deformation appears to increase, as 
evidenced by the blurry in-plane confocal micrographs as well as the 3D plots of the out-
of-plane height. Close-up images of the cracks on the same samples shown in Figure 4.6 
are presented in Figure 4.7. The images in this figure capture the crack depth and opening 
of the samples.  
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Figure 4.6: Confocal View of Crack Networks on UV Treated Bilayers 
 
 
Figure 4.7: Confocal View of Cracks on UV Treated Bilayers 
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 To help understand the variations in crack behavior highlighted from Figure 4.5, 
we employ the cluster analysis approach, a technique that uses an algorithm to divide a set 
of points into groups with similar attributes. The technique was used to identify the cracked 
segments appearing in the images. To perform this analysis, SEM images of the cracked 
samples were thresholded by brightness exceeding a given threshold to identify the outlines 
of the cracked segments. The cracked segments neighboring the image edges were not 
included in the calculations to not influence the measurements. With this approach, we 
systematically identified the dimensions of cracked “islands” in the image and thus 
obtained their statistical information. The analysis revealed [that] the segments are 
isotropic, as summarized in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, which figuratively summarize the analyses 
approach, showing a histogram of the cracked segment distributions. Adjacent to each 
histogram are the binarized images in which the blue “x” marks the centroid location of 
each cracked segment.  
 
Figure 4.8: Overview of Cluster analysis for UV Treated Samples 
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Figure 4.9: Overview of Cluster analysis for non-UV Treated Samples 
 We draw several conclusions from this cluster analysis. Beginning with the UV 
treated samples of Figure 4.8; the histograms show that as the substrate thickness decreases, 
the cluster segments become more isotropic with a narrower distribution. This is evidenced 
by the comparison between Figure 4.8(a), showing a sample with a PDMS thickness, ℎs =
50μm, and 4.8(c) showing a sample with a PDMS thickness of ℎs = 6μm. Although these 
observations may be unexpected, several observations could illuminate the cause: We note 
that the roughness of the PDMS samples after curing is within 10 − 16% of the film 
thickness and the standard deviation of the roughness is much higher in the thicker samples. 
This and other observations are expanded on in Section 4.3.3 
 The samples that did not undergo UV treatment showed cracks similar to the UV 
treated samples but with a different average spacing. Figure 4.9 shows the crack network 
analysis of these Au-Si coatings, deposited on elastomer that did not undergo UV 
treatment. As highlighted in Section 2.4, the main motivation for the UV treatment is to 
enhance the interfacial adhesion and therefore reduce any delamination at the interface 
[58]. Based on this principle, the samples shown in Figure 4.9 that did not undergo UV 
treatment would be most susceptible to delamination. However, a FIB section view of that 
sample, shown in Figure 4.10, confirms that even though cracks did form, these cracks 
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penetrated into the substrate rather than deflecting along the interface, as would have been 
expected of a system with poor adhesion. This observation is one that needs to be 
understood. 
 
Figure 4.10: Examination of Cracks on non-UV Treated Bilayers 
 The summary of the crack segment statistics is shown in Figure 4.11. The raw data 
used to create the crack spacing plot was obtained from the cluster analysis while the crack 
opening displacement (COD) and crack data were obtained from confocal images. We 
observed from this data that crack depth and opening inversely scale with PDMS thickness 
while only crack depth has little dependence on UV treatment. In addition, the data in 
Figure 4.11(c) also confirm that cracks penetrated a few microns into the PDMS substrate 
thus exposing the elastomer to the free surface. Crack spacing also shows a dependence on 
PDMS thickness, as shown on Figure 4.11(a), with a threefold increase in the spacing over 
an order of magnitude increase in the PDMS thickness. We also observed that samples 
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prepared without the UV treatment step developed cracks distributed with a spacing three 





Figure 4.11: Summary of Crack analysis versus PDMS Thickness 
4.3.3 Understanding the Experimental Observations 
 With the unexpected behaviors observed in the experimental analysis, we sought 
an explanation for the crucial factors at play. The experimental results show that UV 
treatment of the PDMS, as well as the PDMS thickness can have a profound effect on the 
types of patterns that can form on the coating surface after deposition is completed. The 
results suggest that a combination of both cracks and wrinkles can co-exist when a brittle 
coating (e.g. Au-Si) is deposited on a PDMS surface. The observed crack spacing and 
wrinkle wavelength in our experiments raise several questions that we expand on to draw 
conclusions on the mechanisms at work: 
(1) How could cracks form in samples where increasing levels of compressive 
mismatch strain have been introduced during deposition?  
Cracks form when a sufficiently high tensile stress exceeds the film fracture 
strength. But given that the thin film sputter parameters tuned to impose only 
compressive residual strains on the system, a condition confirmed by the presence 
of wrinkles in the UV treated ductile Au-Ag coating (these wrinkles indicates that 
during UV treatment the interfacial mismatch strains are still compressive), the 
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observation of tensile cracks is not expected. To explain why these cracks and 
wrinkles can co-exist without film delamination, we hypothesize that the cracks 
initiate at high stress regions of wrinkles. This was verified using a numerical model 
to examine the thin film stresses that develop. As a comparison, experimental 
observations of the mismatch strain levels from confocal microscopy are also 
presented. More details are presented in Section 4.3.4 
(2) Why does crack spacing appear to depend on PDMS thickness? 
This is a surprising observation since the PDMS samples are still rigidly attached 
on the glass substrate and the PDMS deposition surface should be stress free. 
However, from the roughness analysis presented earlier, it is apparent that the 
PDMS surfaces after curing have uneven surfaces or roughness with amplitudes 
that linearly scale with PDMS thickness, increasing from 10% of the film thickness 
for the lower thickness PDMS samples, to 16% for the samples with the largest 
thicknesses. The presence of the resulting rough interface following deposition may 
be an indication that the surface of the PDMS is not stress free after curing. We 
thus hypothesize that these variations result in the varying crack behavior. 
(3) Why was interfacial delamination not an issue in the samples regardless of UV 
treatment? 
UV treatment is similar to plasma treatment, its more damaging counterpart, in its 
potential to render an inherently hydrophobic PDMS surface temporarily 
hydrophilic. Therefore, as indicated previously, UV deposition is often performed 
on PDMS surfaces prior to deposition to create a strong interfacial bond that 
enhances interfacial adhesion [58, 80]. However, in addition to modifying the 
hydrophobicity of a PDMS substrate, studies have also reported that UV treatment 
alters the mechanical properties of the near surface PDMS (up to thicknesses <
100𝑛𝑚 below the surface) rendering it more stiff and brittle [34, 81, 82]. Although 
these effects of UV treatment, especially the improvement in adhesion because of 
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altered hydrophobicity, would make the UV treatment step a necessary step to 
create bilayers with strong adhesion, our results appear to suggest that a very strong 
interfacial bond forms after sputter deposition under bias, rendering the UV 
treatment step unnecessary. We note, concerning this observation, that depositions 
of hard films on substrates under bias have also shown strong interfacial adhesion 
and a very clean interface [83, 84]. 
4.4     Crack Initiation Model  
 To explain how cracks can initiate in a thin film under compressive mismatch strain 
and strong interfacial adhesion, we use a numerical model analyzed with two strain profiles 
that could capture some elements of the behavior. The model mainly focuses on examining 
how the PDMS properties could interact with mismatch strains to develop the wrinkles and 
cracks reported in the previous sub-section, so we simplified the model, within reason, to 
allow for FEM computation. The following sections outline the modelling steps and 
primary considerations made. 
4.4.1 Geometry and Material Properties 
 Our FEM analysis utilizes a two-dimensional model with plane strain elements to 
ease computation. This approach is generally accepted for an analysis such as this because 
the primary dimension of concern is the through thickness.  To ensure the veracity of FEM 
results, we designed the geometry of the model to match closely with experimental 
samples. However, this was complicated by the extreme aspect ratio of actual samples: The 
total length of samples, which were created on a glass slide, was several centimeters, 
whereas the thickness ranged between a few microns for the PDMS and 70nm for the 
coated film. Such high aspect-ratio models would be computationally expensive to 
perform, so we limit the length of our sample length based on the smallest crack spacing, 
which is 400𝜇𝑚. In addition, by applying symmetry, we further reduced this dimension 
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to 200𝜇𝑚. The thickness of the model is unchanged; however, the model neglects the glass 
substrate, on which the samples were prepared, and replaces it with a boundary constraint. 
This modification is invoked because the high stiffness and thickness of the glass slide 
would yield a negligible contribution to the overall model behavior. Figure 4.12 
summarizes the geometrical model. 
 
Figure 4.12: Schematic of Finite Element Model Geometry 
 Although the model maintains consistent geometry through all analyses, we vary 
the material properties to evaluate the effect of the modulus mismatch. Specifically, we 
adopt two moduli for the PDMS, 1𝑀𝑃𝑎 and 3𝑀𝑃𝑎, accounting for the temperature range, 
and vary the film modulus between 500𝑀𝑃𝑎 and 150𝐺𝑃𝑎. 
4.4.2 Mesh Characteristics 
 Due to the high aspect ratio, a very fine mesh was required in order to avoid errors 
with the FEM analysis. In addition, we vary the height of the mesh through the PDMS 
thickness in order to account for the finer behavior at the interface while minimizing the 
number of elements incorporated into the model. Figure 4.13 shows a section of the meshed 
model.  
 
Figure 4.13: Section of Model Showing Mesh Characteristics 
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4.4.3 Loading and Boundary Conditions 
 As highlighted in the introduction to section 4.4, the primary goal of the model is 
to examine the role of PDMS properties and mismatch strains in generating wrinkles. 
Hence, to model the effect of the PDMS accurately, we must account for the modifications 
to the PDMS surface due to processing. To accomplish this, the model employs two 
mismatch strain profiles, as schematically shown in Figure 4.14(a). The first case, Case 1, 
shown in red in Figure 4.14(a), has a strain profile characterized by the following equation: 




This strain profile was applied at the interface between the PDMS and the thin film, that 
is, where ℎ =  ℎf. The term 𝑤 in the expression refers to the lateral dimension, which 
ranges from zero to 𝑊/2, half the total lateral dimension of the sample. The second case, 
Case 2, shown in purple in Figure 4.14(a), is described by a strain profile of the following 
form: 
  𝜀 = 𝜀M (
2𝑤
𝑊
) 𝑒ℎ0(ℎ−ℎs)  (4.3) 
This profile was applied over a finite region of the PDMS close to the interface, where the 
position along the thickness ℎ ≥ ℎf. In this expression, ℎ is the through thickness 
dimension, and ℎ0 is the penetration depth, or the depth that the mismatch strain infiltrates 
into the substrate. As such, if ℎ0  =  100, then the mismatch strain profile rapidly decays 
within the span of ~100nm.  
 In addition, y-constraint boundary conditions were applied at the base of the model 
with a rotation constraint at the left corner of the model. Figure 4.14(c) shows these loading 




Figure 4.14: Schematic of Strain Model 
 The two profile models used were adopted to reflect the experimental conditions. 
The rationale for employing Case 2 was to examine whether mismatch strains, distributed 
through a finite depth of the PDMS, could account for some of the observations. These 
mismatch strains that we model may originate in the experimental samples during the UV 
treatment and/or sputter deposition step itself, either by heating/cooling of the substrate, or 
through ion bombardment and other similar processes that may lead to modification of the 
near surface properties of the elastomer. The penetration depth accounts for surface 
modification due to these processing conditions, which could affect the PDMS to varying 
depths, depending on condition used. For both Case 1 and Case 2, however, the maximum 
mismatch strain will develop at the interface. In our FEM model, we applied a mismatch 
strain up to 𝜀M  =  1%. This resulted in surface wrinkle formation, the profile of which is 
shown in Figure 4.15, for both strain profile cases. In both models, two substrate moduli 
were used: 𝐸s = 1MPa and 𝐸s = 3MPa. In addition, for Case 2, two depth profiles were 




Figure 4.15: Profile of Generated Wrinkles from FEM Model  
4.4.4 FEM Model Results 
 The finite element models revealed much. Upon examining the principal stresses 
that developed at the wrinkle peak of Figure 4.15(b), we found that the in plane maximum 
principal stress is non-uniform through the film thickness. The (tensile) stress distribution 
involved a peak that occurred at the top of the wrinkle along with a rapid decrease in stress 
within 30% of the film thickness. This distribution is plot in Figure 4.16, which shows the 
in-plane principal stress at the peak of a wrinkle. The non-uniform stress profile leads to a 
bending stress that causes tensile stress to develop at the top surface of the thin film. With 
this tensile stress present in the film, cracks will initiate at the peak of the wrinkles, where 
the tensile stresses are at a maximum. This crack initiation occurs when the principal tensile 
stress at these peaks exceeds a critical fracture stress, which can be calculated by applying 
fracture mechanics principles, following Equation 4.4 [85]: 
  𝐾I = 𝜎𝑏√𝜋𝑎𝐹 (
𝑎
ℎf
) 𝑍(𝛼, 𝛽) (4.4) 
𝜎b, in this expression, is the bending stress, 𝑎 is the crack size, and 𝐹(𝑎/ℎf) is a geometrical 
factor dependent on the ratio of the crack size to the film thickness, ℎf. Since the high 
tensile stresses are confined within 0.3ℎf, as for instance is the case for a shallow crack, so 
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that 𝐹(0.3)~0.7 [86]. The parameter, 𝑍(𝛼, 𝛽), is a constraint factor, dependent on the 
Dundurs’ parameters. This factor is obtained experimentally and has been explored for 
films subject to uniform tensile stresses [87, 88]. 
 
Figure 4.16: Stress Distribution at Wrinkle Peak versus Normalized Thickness 
 For the bilayers in this study, with Dundurs’ parameter values of 𝛼 ≅ 1 and 𝛽 ≅
0.25, the constraint factor yields a value of 𝑍(1,0.25)~35. Studies have shown that this 
constraint value, generally associated with films deposited on very compliant substrates, 
entails a very large crack driving force that causes cracks to initiate more readily. The 
failure stress associated with this driving force can be calculated by equating the driving 
force with the fracture toughness (𝐾I  =  𝐾Ic), so that  
  𝜎bf = (
𝐾Ic
𝑍
) /(0.7√𝜋𝑎) (4.5) 
The predictions of this model for Case 1 and Case 2 and parameters (𝐸s, ℎ0) are 
summarized in Figure 4.17. In this figure, the maximum in-plane principal tensile stress in 
the thin film is normalized relative to the product of the film modulus and the maximum 
imposed compressive mismatch strain (𝜀M
𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1%) and presented as a function of the 
imposed mismatch strain. The horizontal lines show the failure stress 𝜎bf from Equation 
4.5, normalized with the film modulus and the maximum imposed compressive mismatch 
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strain. These horizontal lines were generated for a critical crack size of 𝑎c = 0.2ℎf. Each 
line corresponds to a distinct 𝐾Ic/𝑍 ratio. 
 
Figure 4.17: Summary of Stress versus Strain Behavior from Model 
 As can be observed in Figure 4.17, the properties appear to play a role in the stress 
condition. Since the fracture toughness of the film used isn’t clear, we assume a fracture 
toughness of Au-Si close to that of silicon (Si) (~1MPa√m) [89], which is the weaker 
material in the alloy. Figure 4.17(a) characterizes the bilayers with PDMS (substrate) 
moduli of 𝐸s = 3MPa. The red line in the figure shows the results of Case 1, with a 
concentrated mismatch strain following Equation 4.2. The purple lines show the results of 
Case 2, following Equation 4.3, for two mismatch strain penetration depths: ℎ0 = 50 (light 
purple) and ℎ0 = 100 (dark purple). These purple curves show the effect of penetration 
depth on the stress state of the bilayer: The deeper the mismatch strain profile in the 
elastomer, the lower the level of imposed mismatch strain is needed to initiate both 
wrinkles and cracks. For example, if the critical fracture stress occurs when 𝐾Ic/𝑍 = 0.05, 
then an imposed mismatch strain of just 0.27% would be needed to initiate both wrinkles 
and cracks in a profile similar to Case 2 whereas a 60% higher level of mismatch strain 
would be needed to initiate wrinkle and cracks in a system with a concentrated mismatch 
strain profile of Case 1. 
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 Based on the results of Figure 4.17, one could conclude that, if any surface 
modification procedures do introduce mismatch strains into the elastomer, very low levels 
of mismatch strain would be needed to initiate cracks, even if interfacial delamination is 
avoided. Curiously, Case 2 exhibited nested wrinkles of two wavelengths, 𝜆1~14μm 
and 𝜆2~5μm. We observed that the smaller wavelength wrinkles did not have as high 
levels of tensile stress on their top surface as the larger wavelengths. Furthermore, in the 
systems with a higher concentration of the mismatch strain at the interface, we observed a 
single wavelength. For the models that did not show a single wavelength, the wavelengths 
of the nested wrinkles are shown in Figure 4.5, along with the experimental observations. 
These results show that the nested wrinkle profile from the model is within the same range 
as the experimentally observed nested wrinkles, suggesting that the model does capture 
some of the key physics of the complex sputter-deposition process. This could also indicate 
that the nested wrinkles are highly dependent on the profile of the imposed mismatch strain. 
In light of this, it may be possible for one to tune fabrication of other surface features such 
as folds or creases without merely increasing the mismatch strain magnitude but by tuning 
the profile and depth of the mismatch strain through such techniques as sputter deposition.  
 More information on the model is presented in Figure 4.17(b), which shows the 
results for the concentrated mismatch strain of Case 1 (red lines), and the largest 
penetration depth, Case 2a (purple lines), for separate substrate moduli. The dotted red and 
purple lines correspond to the results when the substrate modulus was modelled at 𝐸s =
1MPa while the solid red or purple lines correspond to 𝐸s = 3MPa. These two moduli were 
explored because experimental measurements were made for PDMS cured at two 
temperatures, resulting in bilayers with distinct substrate moduli values. The two moduli 
used reflect the difference that results from the curing temperatures. The green vertical 
dotted lines correspond to the experimental observations of the mismatch strain measured 
from the confocal microscopy, as summarized in Figure 4.17.  
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 The model successfully reproduced several other experimental observations. A 
crucial behavior that it captures is the dependence of mismatch strains on substrate 
modulus. The model shows that a difference in the substrate modulus can lead to a 
difference in the mismatch strains; with a more compliant substrate initiating wrinkles and 
cracks when 20% lower mismatch strain is applied. Figure 4.17(b) conveys this: The 
shaded green region of the figure for Case 1 mismatch strain profile. The experimental 
results suggest that 𝐾𝐼𝑐 𝑍⁄ ~0.04 whereas the Case 2 results suggest a larger spread 
that 0.06 < 𝐾𝐼𝑐 𝑍⁄ < 0.09. In both cases, assuming 𝐾𝐼𝑐 = 1𝑀𝑃𝑎√𝑚, the constraint factor 
is 𝑍~25 for Case 1. On the other hand, if the mismatch strain profile is similar to Case2 
then the constraint factor can be much lower 11 < 𝑍 < 16. The simple captures crucial 
features observed in the experiment, namely the appearance of nested wrinkles with a good 
comparison of their wavelength. It can be helpful in demonstrating how cracks may initiate 
when very high tensile stresses at the top of wrinkles exceed the critical fracture stress for 
a brittle thin film. 
4.5 Summary and Conclusions 
 In summary, the study presented in this chapter probed the surface patterns 
generated when a thin coating with a large modulus mismatch was sputter deposited onto 
an elastomer. In particular, we explore the concurrent formation of wrinkles and cracks, 
which was not expected for samples deposited under compressive mismatch stresses and 
strong interfacial adhesion. To explain this phenomenon, we presented a rationale for the 
formation of the cracks while examining the effect of curing parameters, substrate 
thickness and UV treatment on the eventual surface topology of sputtered brittle and ductile 
coatings. The main findings are listed as follows: 
1. Both nested wrinkles and cracks appear on the surface of non-UV treated brittle 
coatings of Au-Si. However, only cracks appear on UV-treated Au-Si films and 
only wrinkles appear on ductile Au-Ag films.  
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2. The wrinkle wavelength measured is in good agreement with theoretical predictions 
for the Au-Ag films. In addition, the nested wrinkle dimensions are not captured by 
any existing model unless a very large mismatch strain at the interface is applied.  
3. Residual compressive stresses develop in the film because of the sputter deposition. 
However, the cracks that appear on the surface are not formed from delamination 
at the interface as verified from confocal images and a focused ion beam SEM 
cross-section view.  
4. Crack characteristics showed dependence on several factors: Crack spacing is a 
factor of four smaller if PDMS is UV-treated and a factor of three smaller as the 
elastomer thickness decreases from 30 to 6μm. Crack-tip opening displacement is 
2 times larger if PDMS is UV treated and 3 times smaller if elastomer thickness 
decreases from 30 to 6μm. The crack depth is invariant with the UV treatment and 
always penetrates through the film and elastomer. The depth decreases by a factor 
of two as the elastomer thickness changes from 30 to 6μm. These observations 
show dependence of the crack characteristics with the substrate properties, which 
is not expected.   
5. A finite element model investigated the wrinkle wavelength and tensile stresses that 
develop in the thin film after application of mismatch strain at the interface or 
through a finite depth in the elastomer. This model revealed that large tensile 
stresses can develop at the peak of the wrinkles and that nested wrinkles can form 
in the case where the mismatch strain penetrates thorough a finite depth of the 
elastomer. In such a case, mismatch strains at the interface can be less than 1% to 
initiate nested wrinkles. The constraint imposed from the elastomer can decrease 
the fracture strength needed to initiate cracks.  
 
In conclusion, the work in this chapter demonstrated formation of concurrent cracks and 
nested wrinkles on the surface of sputtered films on very compliant substrates. The cracks 
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are not a result of delamination at the interface but are thought to originate from the peak 
of wrinkles when a critical fracture stress is achieved. The simple model can be used to 
design surface instabilities by modulating factors such as the fracture toughness and the 
constraint of the substrate. The results also suggest that UV treatment is not necessary in 
enhancing interfacial adhesion when thin films are deposited by sputtering. Additional 
experiments could provide further understanding of how the mismatch strain profile can 
be tuned by altering the sputter deposition parameters to generate complex surface patterns 
such as folds on the surface without generating cracks and by eliminating a step in the 




CLOSING REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Future Work 
 As mentioned in the introduction section, the main study of this thesis is motivated 
by a broader goal of creating bilayers of a nanoporous (NP) metal and an elastomer. The 
previous chapters have focused on an intermediate, but necessary step of building an 
understanding of possible failure or instability conditions due to fabrication decisions. The 
next step of this project, therefore, will be to perfect the technique of creating nanoporous 
polymer-metallic bilayers that can undergo actuation. In this regard, three major tasks need 
are essential: 
i. Creating nanoporous metal by dealloying bilayers: This requires an understanding 
of the proper dealloying conditions that can be adopted without causing 
delamination of the nanoporous film from the substrate.  
ii. Dealloying in the presence of cracks: Cracks tend to disrupt charge flow and hence 
hinder the dealloying process. For some bilayer conditions, these cracks are 
unavoidable. Thus, in order to create nanoporous foams on these cracked surfaces, 
a suitable method needs to be developed to bridge the disconnects created by cracks 
and allow for dealloying to proceed smoothly.  
iii. Machining and release of dealloyed bilayers: Once the process of creating the 
nanoporous layer is perfected, sections of these bilayers, small enough to actuate 
without the hindering effects of weight and similar factors, need to be created 
without damaging the nanoporous layer.  
 Efforts were made to accomplish these tasks; however, insufficient data is currently 
available to report. Although complete control has not been established, preliminary 
attempts were made to dealloy elastomer-metal alloy bilayers. The dealloying process was 
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attempted on bilayers of Cu-Si and PDMS. Some samples yielded a porous metal; these 
were the subject of the analysis presented in this section. SEM images of the resulting foam 
are shown in Figure 5.3. The results show the feasibility of developed approaches to 
creating the desired bilayers. 
 
Figure 5.1: SEM of Generated Foam 
5.2 Concluding Remarks 
 In conclusion, this thesis has discussed the challenge of creating bilayers with very 
high-property mismatch. The previous sections show a few of the many research paths that 
could follow-up from this study. Although much is still unclear regarding the topic 
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